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NATIONAL CONFERENCE KEYNOTE SPEAKER
The Chair of the new Office for Environmental
Protection, Dame Glenys Stacey will give a
keynote talk to our National Conference 919th
October at Warwick University). The OEP’s
mission is to protect and improve the
environment by holding government and other
public authorities to account. Dame Glenys will speak about how the OEP
will go about its task of ensuring environmental standards and its current
priorities. This is an important opportunity for EPUK to hear from the key
public official how environmental standards will be maintained in future
and how EPUK and its members might support the OEP in its work.
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Going for Net Zero: opportunities and challenges for
local environmental protection

SPEAKERS CONFIRMED FOR CONFERENCE










Dame Glenys Stacey, Chair of The Office for Environmental Protection
The OEP, how it works and its immediate priorities
Dr Tim Johnson, Director of the Aviation Environment Federation
Impacts of climate measures on environmental noise: aircraft and
road traffic.
William Wilson, Environmental Lawyer, Wyeside Consulting
The Environment Act: changes in the legal landscape
Nigel Pontee, Global Coastal Planning & Engineering at Jacobs
Land and climate: coastal erosion and saltmarsh restoration.
Sarah Legge, Chair of EPUK Air Quality Committee, and Associate
Director at ARUP
Net Zero: Taking effective and integrated action on air quality and
climate change

The EPUK Conference Committee is working to provide outstanding speakers
for the National Conference and opportunities for professional development of
environmental professionals at every stage of their career.
Main Sessions
 The Environment Act and the Office of Environmental Protection
 Local impacts of a national Net Zero policy
 Personal Development for early career professionals
 Addressing health and welfare within environmental protection
Breakout Sessions
 Technology for delivering Net Zero
 Climate policy within Local Authority Environmental Protection
 Transport planning for Net Zero and clean air
EPUK CONFERENCE REGISTER TODAY
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DEFRA CONSULTATION ON ENVIRONMENTAL TARGETS
EPUK has responded to the DEFRA
Consultation on Environmental Targets
by calling for a more holistic approach to
air quality targets, going well beyond
simply PM2.5 to include all the pollutants
of concern and in particular those within
the revised World Health Organisation
Guidelines published last year.
The EPUK response, produced by Ruth Calderwood, City of London Air
Quality Manager and a member of EPUK’s Air Quality Committee, calls for
more urgency in meeting targets, meeting PM2.5 targets in 2030 rather than
2040 as Defra proposed and make the case for urgent action on other air
pollutants.
Click the link below to read the full response: EPUK Response to Defra

Consultation
BREXIT FREEDOMS BILL IN THE QUEEN’S SPEECH.
A new Bill on reducing red-tape was announced in the Queen’s Speech on
10th May this year. The speech declared that:
“My Government will continue to seize the opportunities of the United
Kingdom’s departure from the European Union, to support economic growth.
Regulations on businesses will be repealed and reformed. A bill will enable law
inherited from the European Union to be more easily amended.”
William Wilson, who will be familiar to many members for his clear analysis
and assessment of the environmental legislation at past EPUK National
Conferences, is concerned that this might be the opportunity for reducing
environmental regulation and for relaxation of environmental standards
across the board. He makes the case for close scrutiny of the Bill in his blog.
Read the full article here
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TYRE WEAR AND EXHAUST EMISSIONS
We hope that many of you will have heard the
piece on the relative importance of particles
from tyres and exhaust emissions on BBC Radio
4’s More of Less last week. In case you missed it,
it is at:
https://www.bbc.co.uk/sounds/play/m0018gql
The piece drew on information from Nick
Molden’s company Emissions Analytics
https://www.emissionsanalytics.com/news/
And drew some interest from listeners; were the PM emissions from tyre
wear really 2000 times greater than from exhausts? Gravimetrically,
possibly, but what about the size or particles or their relative toxicity? An
interesting discussion and worth hearing.
There is also an article on this topic on the CIEH website. You can find it
here: https://www.cieh.org/tyres emissions

UK NOISE ASSOCIATION WEBINAR
You may be interested in the UK Noise
Association Webinar 30th JUNE 5-6 pm
(UK time) We are delighted that Professor
Stephen Stansfeld, a world-renowned
expert on noise, will give a talk on NOISE
and HEALTH Followed by questions and
discussion To get zoom details, email
johnstewart2@btconnect.com
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AND FINALLY, FROM THE PRESS

UK gave airlines 4.4m free pollution permits in 2021
The UK government gave airlines nearly a quarter of a billion pounds in free
pollution permits in a single year, enough for the entire industry to dodge a
carbon emissions cap and trade scheme entirely, according to research.
In 2021 the UK Emissions Trading Scheme (UK ETS), which charges
polluters per tonne of carbon emitted, handed airlines 4.4m free allowances
and the industry only surrendered 3.4m back. In effect, UK taxpayers
covered the entire cost of aviation industry emissions, plus some to spare.
EasyJet was the biggest beneficiary of the scheme, T&E’s research found,
with permits worth a potential £40m left over at the end of 2021. It was
followed by British Airways with £23.5m worth of permits, Tui with £19.4m,
RyanAir with £9.7m and Lufthansa with £5.5m.
Commercial confidentiality means taxpayers may never know whether
airlines decided to save their spare permits to subsidise future pollution or
sell them for a quick cash boost.
MEMBERSHIP
Please recommend EPUK and its services to your colleagues and any
organisation you feel would benefit from membership. Follow the link below
for more information regarding types of membership and associated cost.
https://www.environmental-protection.org.uk/membership/
Or ask us for a Membership Booklet by emailing secretariat@environmentalprotection.org.uk
Published by Environmental Protection UK
Email: secretariat@environmental-protection.org.uk
Web: www.environmental-protection.org.uk
Charity registered in England and Wales number 221026;
in Scotland SC040990 Company Limited by guarantee,
registered in England and Wales, number 594860
Reproduction of items is permissible subject to acknowledgment to EPUK
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